Abstract. User identification in social media is of crucial interest for companies and organizations for purposes of marketing, e-commerce, security and demographics. In this paper, we aim to identify users from Pinterest, a platform where users post pins, a combination of an image and a short text. This type of multi-modal content is very common nowadays, since it is a natural way in which users express their interests, emotions and opinions. Thus, the goal is to identify the user that would post a particular pin. For solving the problem, we propose a two-phase classification model. In a first phase, we train independent classifiers from image data, using a deep learning representation, and from text data, using a bag-of-words representation. During testing we apply a cascade fusion of the classifiers. In a second phase, we refine the output of the cascade for each test pin by selecting the top most likely users for the test pin and re-weighting their corresponding output in the cascade by their similarity with the test pin. Our experiments show that the problem is very hard because several reasons with the data distribution, but they also show promising results.
Introduction
making decision on several areas [6, 30, 9] , such as security, politics, social, educational, commercial and marketing. In this direction, user identification serves to several purposes. For companies and organizations, it helps to group persons by similar interests and behavioral patterns, recognize lead users, influencers, potential customers, political sympathizers and even to detect trolls, intruders, terrorists or persons that are a threat for public security [5] ; considering that in social media users can assume multiple or false identities. Additionally, users can benefit by receiving personalized content that is adequate for their needs of entertainment, shopping, security, health and education.
Social media posts present several characteristics that are challenging for user identification. First, they are multi-modal, since this is a natural way for persons to express an opinion, emotion or to share content. This type of content suffers of a semantic gap between modalities, since what is expressed in text could not be representative of what is shown in an image. Second, users in general do not follow grammar and spelling rules, which makes difficult to use high-level language attributes such as syntax and semantics [21] . Third, text varies largely in length among posts. Fourth, text and images are highly heterogenous, including a large diversity of topics. Fifth, there are many users, and their content could overlap.
In this work, we present a two-phase model for user identification in Pinterest, which is one of the most popular social networks in the world with over 150 million of monthly active users. In Pinterest, users post pins, a combination of an image and a short text about the image. Figure 1 presents some example of pins, showing the diversity of content that we can find in this social site.
We define our task as identifying the specific user that would have post a pin (combination of image and text). We pose the problem as a single-label multi-class classification task, where the classes correspond to specific users and a pin could belong to only one user. For solving the problem, we propose a two-phase classification model. In a first phase, we train independent classifiers from image data, using a deep learning representation, and from text data, using a low-level bag-of-words representation. During testing, we apply a cascade fusion of the classifiers, where the probabilities outputs of both classifiers are multiplied sequentially. The cascade fusion classifier is aimed to combine the two data modalities for reducing the semantic gap and exploiting better the whole content. In a second phase, we refine the output of the cascade fusion for each test pin. The refinement is done per test pin, selecting the top most likely users for such pin, and then adjusting their corresponding probability scores by measuring the maximum similarity of all their training pins with the test pin. Our experiments confirm that the task is highly complex, due to the reasons explained above, but also show promising results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related works. Section 3 presents our methodology, including the data representations and the two-phase classification model. Section 4 describes the setup used for experimentation, including the dataset and the evaluation metrics. Section 5 shows the results. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper with an overall discussion and future research directions.
Related Work
User identification has been conducted using different representations for the user generated data, but most of the works are based exclusively on text data [21, 28, 31] , image data [13, 32] , link data [35, 16] and metadata [29] . In this work, we aim to combine multi-modal data from text and images trying to exploit most of the content for a better user identification.
There exist several approaches for user identification [1] . In [7, 2, 20] clustering techniques such as K-means, DBSCAN and normalized mutual information are used as a first approach for grouping users with similar patterns, and then identified particularities of each one. Similarly, classification methods such as K-Nearest Neighbors [21] , Gradient Boosted Decision Trees [23] and Support Vector Machines [17] have been used for identifying user based on their profiles. In addition, some works follow an information retrieval approach and estimate distance metrics for ranking possible users for a given content [22, 33] . In this work, we employ a single-label multi-class model approach, where each class correspond to a specific user, and the content could be assigned exclusively to one user.
Image and text data can be represented in different manners. In text, while high-level [24] and deep learning [18] text features can reflect users' writing styles and syntactic and semantic relations [19] , lower-level text features such as words frequencies and n-grams could produce similar results with a lower cost. For example, in [4] the authors found that a bag-of-words representation outperforms the deep learning representation of word2vec [18] when inferring users' interests in Pinterest. In images, the state of the art is to use deep learning features, mainly using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), that have achieved good performance in many image classification and object detection tasks [15, 25] , as well as in image description generation [14] and automatic comments generation [12] . In this work, we employ a bag-of-words representation of text and a deep learning representation of images, both for its good results working with similar data.
Our work is particularly close related to [4] , where the authors present a model that linearly combines the output of two independent classifiers trained over the modalities of text and images for inferring user interests in Pinterest. We use their model as a baseline for comparison with ours, considering that we are trying to identify specific users, rather than their interests. User identification is a more challenging task because of the number of possible classes involved. Additionally, we use as baselines models that are built using exclusively text or image data.
Methodology
In Pinterest, users post pins which are organized in boards. A pin is an ¡image,text¿ pair, and a board groups several pins that represent particular users' interests. Here we discard the board information, and put all the pins from a user in a single collection. Be u a user and P u = (g u i , x u i ) his collection of pins, where g refers to the image and x to the text. There are i = 1, . . . , n u pins per user, m total users and n = i = 1 m (n ui ) total pins. The task consists in identifying the user u that would have generated a pin
We stack all the pins of all the users in a single dataset, and we split it in a training, a validation and a test set, keeping the same proportions for each user. With text, we first cleaned each pin by removing special symbols (e.g. hash tags, asterisks, etc.), stop words, URLs, one-letter words and long words (> 30 characters). Using exclusively the training set we extract a dictionary removing words appearing in only one pin. Afterwards, we use a tf-idf weighting schema to build document-term matrices X tr , X v and X t for each part of the data. We preprocessed each image using a Convolutional Neural Network to obtain the corresponding row vector g u of features for user u. We used for that the DeCAF library [8] , considering the activation values of the 4,096 neurons in the 7-th layer as the image features. The DeCAF model used for the transformation of images, was pre-trained with the Imagenet dataset [15] . We join all the image vectors corresponding to the training, validation and test sets in matrices G t r, G v and G t that are row paired with matrices X and sorted by user.
Classification Model
Our classification model consists of two phases. In the first phase, we train two independent classifiers using separately the pins' text data F x and image data F g considering we have m different users representing the classes. In this work, we employ logistic regression as the individual classifier, since this model can be trained naturally for a multi-class problem, and directly outputs a probability for each user. The models are first built using the training sets X tr ,G tr and use the validation sets X v ,G v for independently optimize the regularization parameter C, considering the values [0.1,1,10,100]. After optimization, we merge the training and validation sets in two single sets and train independent models with the whole data using the optimal C.
During testing, for each test pin p t = (g t , x t ) we classify independently its text part as F x (x t ) and its image part as F g (g t ), producing the corresponding two vectors of probabilities of belonging to each user: r x = [r Afterwards, we combine the two outputs in a cascade fusion as:
This equation outputs a fusion probability vector r = [r u1 , r u2 , . . . , r um ] that merges together the two data modalities. We can select from this vector the user u for the test pin p t as the one with the highest probability.
In a second phase, for the test pin p t we extract the top 10 most likely users top = [ũ 1 ,ũ 2 , . . . ,ũ
Setup
In this work, we use a dataset of 70,200 pins belonging to 117 users, that were randomly collected by directly crawling the Pinterest website 1 . Thus, there are 117 different classes. We selected at random three boards per user, saving 200 pins per board. We discarded the board information and merged all the pins for a total of 600 pins per user. For the experiments, we split the dataset selecting at random 400 pins per user for training, 100 pins per user for validation and 100 pins per user for testing.
All the pins contain and image and a text. The comments are in English and are of a variable length from one (12.33% of the pins) to a maximum of 552 words. The dictionary to build the document-temr matrix was extracted from the training set during validation and from training and validation sets when building the final model. The final dictionary was composed of 17,145 words. In Table 1 , we show the five top common words, with their pin frequency, used by five random users. We observe there the diversity of topics the users talk about. In Figure 2 , we show statistics about the minimum, maximum, median and average number of words in pins per user (using a logarithmic scale). The distribution of words is generally regular, with some users having larger comments, considering that the minimum and the median are similar. The statistics for the number of words in pins in the whole dataset are a minimum of 1, a maximum of 552, a median of 4 and average of 8.5. (51) cream (32) one (14) free (48) necklace(127) infographic (46) chicken (30) black (12) com (33) gold(82) designspiration(46) cake (30) elizabeth (10) The images in the dataset also vary in size, but they are all in JPG format. Only 4.2% of images are shared by 2 or more users, which shows the great diversity of content in the pins, including products (e.g. clothes and jewelry), interests (e.g. food and decoration), photographs (e.g. animals and landscapes) and more abstract content (e.g. paints and designs).
Text and images even if coupled, represent different modalities of data, and between them exist a semantic gap, since a comment about an image could not be expressing the same meaning as the visual depiction. That is, a text comment could be applied to several images, and an image could be described/commented in many ways. In Figure 3 we show the whole of text and image data projected independently over the two principal components (PC) after transforming the data using principal component analysis (PCA). In the figure, we observe how the text and image data are distributed differently along the PCs. For text data, the general explained variance using 10 PCs is 0.043, while for image data is 0.321. Images in our dataset are more compact in their features than text, and could be better compressed using PCA. That means that their features are more homogenous, even if its content is properly highly heterogenous. This could serve to reduce the feature space and simplify some computations, but also it does not help for separating data of different users. On the other hand, text data is more heterogenous in its features, like its content, and could not be well compressed with PCA, but it serves to better distinguish the data from different users up to a certain level.
Baselines and Evaluation
As first baselines, we use the two logistic regression models that are built using separately the pins' text data F x and image data F g . Such models are the base for the cascade fusion model and are optimized for the regularization parameter C, using the validation set and considering values of C = [0. 1, 1, ] . The other set of baseline models are taken from [4] . In that work, the authors built a model that when testing ISSN 1870-4069 for a pin t , it takes the output of classifiers F x and F g , and using a late fusion schema, weight the contribution of each one depending on a parameter λ, as follow pred pt = λF g (g t ) + (1 − λ)F x (x t ). We consider three values for λ = [0.3, 0.5, 0.7], as in the mentioned work.
We compare the performance of all the methods using the standard classification measures: accuracy and F1. These are defined as accuracy = We compute the macro averages for F1, since in our case the classification is single-label, and the micro averages of F1 are equal to the accuracy [11] .
We ran all our experiments using a Windows PC with a 2.5 GHz Core i5 processor and 8 GB in RAM. We implemented all our methods in Python 2 , using the scikit-learn 3 and NumPy 4 libraries. Table 2 shows the summary of results for all the models. We can see than in general, the performance of the models is low, with less than 40% for accuracy and F1, making clear that the problem is hard to solve. We observe that using only images for user identification produces the lowest results. As mentioned before, image data is more homogenous on its features, but not on its content, and could have problems to separate the data of different users. We believe this is associated with the transformation done with the DeCAF library, which is trained using a generic dataset of images (Imagenet). We guess that a fine tuning of the DeCAF model with images from Pinterest could help to improve this performance. When using only text, the results are better, as expected from the same argument as before, text reflects better the heterogeneity of the data and can discriminate better the data of different users. Our cascade fusion (CF) model performs better than all the baselines, with near 4% of improvement for accuracy and F1 regarding text, and 1% for F1 regarding the λ = 0.3 model. The cascade fusion model reaches a recall@10 of 75%, that would be the maximum accuracy performance expected if we ordered correctly the 10 most likely users per test pin. When we use refinement over the cascade fusion model (CF+Ref) the results improve in about 1% more for accuracy and F1. It is thus clear, that the cascade fusion takes better advantage of the information coming from both modalities. To better understand the low performance in the task, in Figure 4 we show the performance of the different models per user for F1. All the models present a similar behavior along the different users, with the cascade fusion model and the refined model showing plots a little above than the others. We observe in this plot that some users are more easily identified than others. There are seven users for which the performance is less than 10%, and there are 6 for which the performance is more than 90%. In Figure 5 we plot a histogram of the F1 performance for the CF+Ref model. We can see that for most of the cases user identification is difficult, with general performances below the 50%. In Table 3 we show the top five users for which the performance is the lowest and the top five for which it is the highest, showing the F1 metric value and the median length of their pins. Users for which the performance is low, have pins with medians between 4 and 6, while users for which the performance is high have pins with medians between 13.5 and 68. Indeed, considering all the users there is a weak Pearson correlation (0.46) between the performance and the median length of the comments in pins. This means that in general, users that post longer comments provide with more information to better identify them. The general median for all the users is 4, which partially would explain the low performance for most of the users, meaning that users would tend to post very short comments in Pinterest. A second part to explain the low performance comes from the images. As mentioned before, the deep learning features are good for representing the data, but not for discriminate the data of different users. Moreover, in this case for images it is more complicated to analyze the features in detail, since the used image features are convolutions of other more general features, and the semantic meaning is lost in the process. Another part playing in the low performance is the number of users, there are 117 in total, and from Figure 3 we observe that even if the content shows heterogeneity, the distributions of text and image data could be similar among different users.
Results

Conclusions and Research Directions
In this work, we have presented a two-phase classification model for user identification in Pinterest, a very popular social media site where users post pins (a mixture of an image and a companion text comment). Our task consisted on identifying the specific user that would have generated a pin. We treated the problem as a single-label multi-class classification task, where the classes correspond to specific users and a pin could belong to only one user. Our classification model in a first phase it trains independent classifiers from image data, using a deep learning representation, obtained from a convolutional neural network mode, and from text data, using a low-level bag-of-words representation weighted using a tf-idf schema. During testing, we apply a cascade fusion of the classifiers, where the probabilities outputs of both classifiers are multiplied sequentially. The cascade fusion model tries to combine the two data modalities for reducing the semantic gap and exploiting better the whole content. In a second phase, we refine the output of the cascade fusion for each test pin. The refinement is done by selecting the top most likely users for the test pin, and then adjusting their corresponding probability scores by measuring the maximum similarity of all their training pins with the test pin.
We tried our model with a dataset of 70,200 pins from 117 users, and compare it with some baselines from the literature. The results showed that the task is very hard, since all the models reached less than 40% of performance for accuracy and macro F1. When analyzing individual performance per user, we observe that only a few of them (6) are identified with more than 90% of accuracy, while most of them are identified with less than 50% of accuracy. In the lowest extreme, there are 7 users for which the performance is less than 10%. In general, we observe a weak Pearson correlation between the length of the user pins (as measured by the median length) and the associated performance. Additionally, image features obtained by a convolutional neural network are good for representing the data, but not for discriminate the data of different users. Text features reflex better the heterogeneity of the data, but also present similar distributions among users. Finally, the number of possible classes is also a challenge, since there is a bigger chance than the distribution of images and text overlap between users.
Future research directions include the use of a DeCAF model fine-tuned with data collected from Pinterest, for computing the image features. Additionally, we guess that it is necessary to transform both modalities of data to other feature spaces, where the data would be better separate [10] . This could be done for each modality independently or both at the same time. Finally, other late fusion models could be explored to combine the outputs of independent classifiers, especially considering that the recall@10 of the cascade fusion model is 75%, meaning that between the 10 most likely users selected per test pin, there is a 75% of chance of finding the correct one. Thus, a better model to re-order the selected users could help to improve the performance.
